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01. Key Challenges for XR
2020 has become a major turning point. Worldwide spending on AR and VR is forecast to accelerate out of the
pandemic, growing from just over $12.0 billion this year to $72.8 billion in 2024.1 Companies across all verticals
are identifying use cases and seeing the value of immersive technologies with a real return on investment.
However, there are still technological challenges that affect the entire XR community, making the use of AR/
VR applications difficult or, in some cases, even impossible. Many of those challenges can be attributed to
the center of our digital life: mobile devices. One significant issue many XR developers and users face, is the
limited computing and graphics power of smartphones, tablets and smart glasses. An issue that will remain as
there are physical barriers as well as the need to reduce the form factor to bring immersive technologies to the
mainstream. Some may also have data privacy concerns, find themselves struggling with low battery capacities
of their mobile devices or investing too much time in native app development.

Our experience shows:

Key Challenges:
Low hardware performance

90%

of XR use cases require
hours of data preparation
(based on Holo-Light
customer projects)

Cross-platform development
Data security
Data preparation

3
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Low Hardware Performance

Cross-Platform Development

The rendering of 3D content is
usually subject to technical specs
(CPU, GPU, RAM) of the XR hardware.
As performance is limited on mobile
devices, the visualization of 3D
content is also restricted. The quality
and richness of effects are far below
of what we are used to from modern
PC programs.

The variety of XR devices, different
game engines and tool kits as well
as device-specific features like
interaction methods make it difficult
for app developers to provide their
applications on several platforms.
It is time-consuming and resource
intensive to support different XR
hardware.

Data Security

Quality of Data

The protection of data is a critical
task. However, confidential data or
user data often is locally stored on
the XR device. This makes it more
vulnerable to hacker attacks. And in
case the device gets lost or stolen,
data security can no longer be
guaranteed.

The number of polygons, the file size,
and the number of individual parts
determine whether a 3D object can
be displayed in AR/VR. Huge efforts
to simplify and remove details of 3D
content are necessary so that the
object can finally run on a mobile
device.

W o rl d w i de A ugme nte d and Virt u al Realit y Spen ding Gu ide, ID C, 2 0 2 0
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02. Enabling High-Quality Experiences in AR & VR
We are used to sharp renderings: Modern PCs
have the capabilities to deliver high graphics
within milliseconds thanks to their powerful GPUs
and CPUs. This is not the case yet for augmented
reality, where renderings are mostly more
functional than impressive. Why is that and how
could it be changed?

Consequently, the quality of the 3D scenes in XR is
reduced in terms of appearance and complexity:
Holograms oftentimes do not look the way the user
would need them to look. Sharp rendering should
not play second fiddle as it can be very crucial for
a high-quality immersive experience and in a lot of
use cases like design reviews, trainings, etc.

Building up an AR world around the user with
viewpoints anywhere and always ready for
interaction surely occupies a certain amount of
computing and graphics power. But this is not
the main reason, why XR glasses limp behind PC
renderings. The speed of the GPU and CPU makes
a significant difference. For example, the GPU of
a PC is multiple times faster than the one in a XR
device like HoloLens. Additionally, a PC also has
more RAM and a vastly faster connection from CPU
to GPU.

A self-sufficient AR data goggle can only fluently
visualize up to 1,000,000 polygons. In order to
overcome this limitation, the key lies in the usage
of external resources. This new technology is called
remote rendering and XR streaming. Herein exist
different approaches.

Remote Rendering Approaches
With some remote rendering solutions on the
market, it is possible to bring high-quality 3D
objects and interactive interfaces to smart glasses.
The cloud or an adjacent server takes over the
heavy rendering process of a single 3D model and
streams it to the end device. By blending cloudimages from the virtual machine with the ones on
the user’s device, cloud-content can be adapted to
the UI of the according application. This approach is
great for the visualization of large and complex 3D
objects.
However, a considerable disadvantage of this
approach are the lacking app functionalities. In
terms of logic, the app is separated from the 3D
object, which makes it more difficult (although not
impossible) to interact with. Also, 3D objects with
integrated live-computed data such as a point cloud,
a building information model or an IoT environment
are hard to visualize. Another disadvantage is that
the app itself needs to get adjusted for this kind of
approach.
These shortcomings can be overcome by streaming
the entire app instead of single 3D models.
Read in the next chapter how the ISAR approach
managed to do so.

4
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03. The ISAR Approach to Remote Rendering

The ISAR SDK (Interactive Streaming for Augmented
Reality) is a remote rendering solution that enables
the streaming of entire AR and VR applications
in real-time. By streaming each application as a
whole, ISAR enables visualization and interaction
with highly polygonal, data-intensive content such
as graphics-intensive 3D objects, 3D CAD models or
BIM data. The ISAR SDK can be integrated into any
XR application.
As shown in the graphic above, once the ISAR
SDK is integrated into an XR application, the app
no longer needs to be installed on an end device.
Instead, the XR app (with the server-side SDK
component) is installed on a more powerful local
server or in the cloud. Holo-Light’s corresponding
client application runs on the XR device and
receives the image stream. The user simply
connects via the client app on the mobile device
to the XR app on the external server. It is also
possible to connect several clients to one server
instance.
Now, the rendering process shifts from the lowperformance XR device to the high-performance
server. The client app sends data - sensor data for
room tracking, gesture input, SLAM - to the server.
After the data is processed on the server, the
rendered images are encoded to use less network
traffic and sent back to the client app, where they
are decoded again.

In order to guarantee a high-quality experience
for the user, this process must happen in realtime. That’s why everything in ISAR – up to the
socket level – is optimized for low latency (in
networking terms the total round-trip time it takes
for a data packet to travel). Latency is unavoidable
due to the way networks communicate with each
other. However, in the ISAR client application any
latency is calculated out again. The result is realtime streaming of XR content. So, the whole app
experience is the same as if the customer app
would run locally on the XR device.

Network Requirements
Network: Wi-Fi 5GHz
Bandwidth: min. 20 Mbit
Latency: max. 75ms

Server Requirements
Operating System: Windows 10 Pro or Windows
Server 2019
Windows Version: Min. 10.0.17763 Build 17763
RAM: Min. 16 GB
CPU: Intel I7 (7. Generation or equivalent)
Graphics Card: min. 5GB memory

Steps to integrate ISAR

1

5

Download ISAR
Unity PlugIn

2

Use Unity
Package Manager

3

Press Configure
Button

4

Download client
application
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04. The Benefits of ISAR
By rendering any AR or VR application as a whole,
ISAR is able to provide an environment that suits
to every use case. With potentially unlimited
performance, an agnostic approach for devices
and server infrastructure, and a simple way of app
integration, ISAR offers various benefits for app
developers as well as end users.

Key Benefits
Increased performance
Device agnostic approach
Faster app development
Highest privacy level
No more simplification of data

Increased Performance for High-Quality Visualization of 3D Data
Foremost, ISAR addresses the limited computing power of mobile hardware
devices. Outsourcing the rendering process to an external server or the cloud
brings potentially unlimited performance. ISAR lets you decide how much
resources you want to deploy. It enables the visualization of GPU-intensive
graphics effects and interaction with highly polygonal, data-intensive content.

Cross-Platform, Device Agnostic Approach for Faster App Development
The agnostic approach to XR devices and server infrastructure through deployed
client applications reduces the development effort for XR applications. New apps
can be developed simpler and without limits or restrictions by just building a single
server application. App development on new platforms is at least 10-times faster.

High Privacy Level, Confidential Data Is Only Streamed
The XR application can run on an on-premise server or in a public cloud
infrastructure. The customer has full control over where his sensitive data is
stored. As soon as remote rendering comes into play, the data is no longer stored
on the XR device, it is only streamed. This is a crucial security aspect in the event
of loss or hacker attacks. Compliance with current security standards is also made
easy through centralized management.

No More Reduction and Simplification of Data
Computing power is crucial for the visualization of 3D models with several million
polygons, high graphics or many components. To run on a mobile XR device,
polygons - and thus data quality - had to be significantly reduced in the past. With
ISAR high polygon content can now be visualized and manipulated in real time
without any simplification of data.

6
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05. Excursus: ISAR Moving to the Cloud
The infrastructure of cloud providers empowers
a highly scalable business model because of the
global availability of computing resources as well
as the accessibility and the flexible cost structure.
Thanks to the ISAR SDK customers are able to
offer their XR applications in the cloud, providing a
scalable and attractive pay-per-use model.

ISAR Integrated in ARES Pro Running on
Cloud Infrastructure
A cloud infrastructure enables the remote
rendering of any ISAR empowered app out-ofthe-box without any setup. The integration of the
ISAR SDK in Holo-Light’s AR engineering software
ARES Pro, for example, allows the creation of a
platform including user management as well as the
opportunity to store and upload files. Now users
only need a XR device with the ARES Pro client
application and login credentials to the platform.

Managing these platform accounts and
guaranteeing high security for the authentication
process was easy to setup thanks to Amazon
Cognito User Pools. When the user starts the
application and logs in, an EC2 G4 instance is
automatically created and used as the “ISAR
server”. The connection process is automatically
handled over an API Gateway, so that the user
directly starts his app experience without any
setup.
To get custom data per user in the ISAR
empowered applications Holo-Light uses Amazon
S3 buckets. Over AWS AppSync it is possible to
manage files using the user login. This enables
the frontend customer portal to be completely
separated from the core infrastructure while
managing all user files and account details – a huge
security aspect.

ARES Pro Cloud Infrastructure based on ISAR technology

7
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06. Excursus: About Edge Computing, Edge Cloud and 5G
While immersive technologies open up new
business cases, 5G, edge computing and the edge
cloud give them flexibility and bring even complex
use cases to life. When rendering and streaming
processes are not done on the end device anymore,
a fast, secure and reliable transfer must be
established to deliver a good experience. 5G as well
as distributed networks are prerequisites for “high
quality” augmented and virtual reality experiences.

Edge Computing: Short Reaction Times
Thanks to Short Distances
With edge computing architecture capabilities
shift from an adjacent, physical server or a nearby
data center closer to the end user. Thanks to
the geographically shortened journey between
those two, data can be sent back and forth within
milliseconds. The Edge Cloud is particularly
interesting for many companies. Since computing
power is sourced from the virtualized infrastructure
of a geographically adjacent data center, it handles
even sudden spikes in workload.

<16 milliseconds

An Important Puzzle-Piece: 5G
A recent study by Ericson predicts that by 2023, 5G
will make up around one-fifth of all mobile data
traffic.2 Its business potential addresses particularly
the industrial segment, counted to be around
USD 700 billion. Which would make a 35 percent
increase compared to the traditional consumer
market.3
From virtualization over cloud and edge computing
to network slicing: thanks to 5G a broad range
of technologies become more powerful with
high performance, high reliability and low
latencies. Since the total cost of ownership of
these technologies is rather low, they fuel the
exponential growth in data traffic. 5G is important
for XR, especially for mobile applications in the
field. Since WLAN structures are geographically
limited, mobile networks help to extend this area.
2

T he Gui d e t o C ap t ur i ng t he 5 G-I oT -B us i ne s s -P ot e nt i al , Er i cs so n , 2018

3

Ed g e C om p ut i ng and 5 G, Har ne s s i ng t he D i s t r i b ut e d C l oud , E r i c sso n , 2019

With edge computing the transmission path is quite short and latencies of about
16 milliseconds will become possible. With latencies of about 16ms, 60 frames
per second (fps) can be reached. Thus a fluent AR experience is given.

The more realistic 3D models look and the smoother XR experiences work out, the
easier it becomes to replace real-world meetings. Massively increased and latency
free processing performance enables new ways of remote collaboration. XR does its
part to make remote collaboration more substantial and natural.
88
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07. ISAR in Action
Stand-Alone HoloLens 2 Rendering vs. ISAR SDK Remote Rendering

A 3D model rendered on a mobile
edge device. There is almost
no possibility to have any kind
of realistic graphics or lighting
effects.

The same 3D model rendered
remotely with ISAR. You are able
to use the full power of the Unity
HD Render Pipeline for high
quality visualizations.

You can visualize, for example,
CPU-intensive reflections,
real metallic effects and even
Raytracing will be possible.

ISS Space Station 3D Model Visualized on HoloLens2 via ISAR Remote Rendering

Streamed 3D model with 10.000
parts, 50 million polygons.
Impossible to run or even load
locally on a mobile device (not
enough RAM).

50MM polygons and 4.5 GB of
RAM processed at a rate of 40-60
frames per second. Visualize and
interact with models at least 50
times greater in size.

The same 3D model scaled up
1to1. Every detail is included and
rendered remotely in real-time.

Streaming ARES Pro Application with Full App Functionalities

ISAR enables streaming of the
entire application, including
user interface and all interaction
possibilities within the app.

9

The full logic behind the
application is processed and
every part is rendered. You can
fully interact with it like it was
loaded on the edge device.

Big data 3D model with 5 million
polygons. Every component out
of the CAD hierarchy can be
manipulated.
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Practical example: ARES Pro used in automotive production
As both a way to add value to the solutions provided to customers and at the same time as a tool to
demonstrate and validate the streaming technology, Holo-Light has implemented the ISAR SDK into its
own out-of-the-box AR Engineering Software ARES Pro (Augmented Reality Engineering Space). The car
manufacturer BMW, for example, uses ARES Pro at its Munich headquarters to speed up design processes by
as much as twelve months, from individual vehicle sections through to complex production stages.
With the regular computing and graphics power of Microsoft’s HoloLens 2, this use case would not have
been possible. The individual parts of a car are very detailed, complex and have a large file size. With the
integration of the ISAR SDK into ARES, Holo-Light created a scalable solution within BMW, allowing them to
visualize their 3D CAD models in high-quality.

“With ISAR the CPU and GPU of the end device are only
required to a small extent, which, in the long term, will
help to reduce the size of the end devices and optimize
the for mfactor.”
P h i l i p p L an dgr af, He ad o f Te c h n o lo gy , Ho lo -L igh t

10
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08. ISAR Case Studies

XR Streaming Combines the World of Tracking with Augmented Reality
omlox solves an industry-wide problem. ISAR
enables the implementation. With augmented
reality, the omlox tracking standard and the XR
streaming solution strive for the revolution of
industrial indoor navigation.
Machines, people, tools, and even drones and
automated transport systems. Every production
site has an unbelievable number of (moving)
objects, making asset tracking an essential
task. With the open omlox tracking standard,
the independent organization PI (PROFIBUS
& PROFINET International) has introduced a
worldwide industrial standard for tracking
technologies.

An additional factor is the open infrastructure
setup of the omlox core zone. The position data is
computed on a centralized server on the basis of
the open omlox core zone infrastructure. This open
infrastructure permits the simple and immediate
absolute localization of the AR devices. In addition,
the factory manager retains sovereignty over
all position data in his plant and can manage
them in the omlox architecture in a centralized
manner, facilitating further analyses, such as the
optimization of spatial processes.

For the first time, information from all existing
tracking technologies such as UWB, BLE, RFID, 5G
or GPS can be used. In addition, there is an open
radio interface in the omlox core-zone, which lets
each manufacturer track its devices within the
open infrastructure. Augmented reality (AR) should
now help visualize the collected position data for
on-site employees in real time, a use case that has
not been possible until now.

When classic mobile AR hardware is used,
however, tracking and machine data, among
other information, is stored locally on the device
or compulsorily on a connected cloud server,
a potential privacy problem and entryway for
hackers. “The security of sensitive location data is
a key issue for us, especially when mobile devices
are finding their way into the home office and may
get lost,” Wahl says.

AR Should Make Tracking Data Usable
Real-time tracking data is the basis for more
efficient processes. Machines and equipment can
be used more efficiently and employees guided
safely and quickly through industrial halls. omlox
transfers all tracking data to a uniform coordinate
reference system. An augmented reality application
now converts this data into information and makes
it visible to the employee in real time. That is the
theory.
“The limited computing and graphics power of
the required smartphones, tablets or AR goggles
presents a challenge,” says Eberhard Wahl,
Head of New Business Technology at Trumpf
Werkzeugmaschinen and leader of the omlox Use
Cases Workgroup at PI. “The connection of the
mobile device to the omlox hub (open data hubin
omlox) must also be implemented.”
11

Complex data sets/3D models, data streams and
coordinate transformations cannot be meaningfully
mapped on the mobile device.
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Technology Trend: XR Streaming
“We have made it our goal is to combine the
tracking world of omlox with the world of AR,
with concrete benefits for the end user and
process design,” states Eberhard Wahl. In order to
implement the use case plus AR application and
overcome the aforementioned hurdles, omlox
relies on the XR streaming solution ISAR.
The software development kit (SDK) developed
by Holo-Light is a remote rendering component
that enables the streaming of entire AR and VR
applications. As a result, computing power no
longer comes from the mobile device itself, but
is provided by a powerful local server or selected
cloud – potentially without restrictions.
Once the ISAR SDK is built into the AR application,
the app no longer needs to be installed directly on
a terminal device. Instead, the AR app is installed
and run on the more powerful server or in the
cloud through a connection to the omlox hub.
A simple receiver app (client app) on the mobile
device sends data (room tracking sensor data or
position data) to the server with the actual AR
application. There, the data is processed and sent
back to the receiver app with the 3D content to be
displayed. Through real-time streaming AR content
such as a 3D machine or live tracking data can
be visualized with as yet unmatched detail and
complexity.

The omlox Core Zone as a Main Enabler
“Countless location systems to support tracking in
the augmented reality environment have existed
for years,” comments Alexander Werlberger, CoFounder and CTO of Holo-Light.

12

“These systems, however, are all proprietary, which
prevents widespread use.” The open omlox core
zone opens up a new world for AR.
The existing omlox core zone infrastructure can be
used from any device.Based on the standardized
interface, any manufacturer can implement an
omlox core zone infrastructure or localization
device. In this way, indoor navigation becomes as
easy as outdoor navigation.

The open GPS used for outdoor navigation is
replaced by the open omlox for indoor purposes.
Just as AR can show the navigation of modern
cars outdoors according to the exact position, it
can also display navigation commands indoors in
the same way. As a result, omlox solves two main
problems for AR:

•

The simple and open absolute localization of
devices in the room directly after activation
(omlox core zone)

•

The provision of content for AR devices
(where is what) via the omlox hub

“In this way, omlox opens up new application
areas for AR indoors, which were previously only
feasible using expensive proprietary solutions,”
claims Werlberger. Even moving objects (e.g.,
AGVs, people, assets) can be displayed in the AR
application using the omlox hub API.

W H ITEPA PER

Everything Runs Through a
Centralized Server
All computing processes such as content rendering
and application logic from the omlox system now
run through a centralized server due to the XR
streaming technology ISAR. The centralized server
component permits the performant combination
of the world of tracking with the AR world – for
example, the omlox core zone with the coordinate
system of the HoloLens 2 AR goggles.
Arrows, navigation instructions, machine data,
tool positions, etc. are displayed on the AR goggles
of the end user in real time. On the back-end
side, the AR application can be controlled and
maintained by the server as with the rest of the
omlox system. The agnostic approach to devices
and server infrastructure of the ISAR SDK also
enables integration of additional devices such as
Android and iOS smartphones without further
developmental effort.
“Due to the open omlox architecture, products can
be tracked end-to-end,” explains Eberhard Wahl.
“If an AR component is added, employees on site
can also profit from the data.” Workers on site
receive information on machine positioning, status
information and safety routes on the display.
13

The AR indoor navigation apps that are currently
available, however, are often too imprecise and
cumbersome to implement and use. With omlox,
users can also find devices inside buildings, similar
to what is already possible outdoors using GPS.
With the XR streaming SDK ISAR integrated into
the AR application, the system is also considerably
more stable.

“Using ISAR, we can combine a stationary
system with a mobile algorithm. And all that
with centralized control.”
Eberhard Wahl, Head of New Business Technology,
Trumpf

At the same time, the streaming of entire AR
applications increases data security in the IoT.
All data is simply streamed and not saved on the
mobile device. It is located on the server selected
by the customer.
As Eberhard Wahl concludes, “With the AR
application, we are redefining indoor navigation: no
need to attach QR codes, no complex preparation
of halls and a precision that is significantly higher
than that of comparable systems.”
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Visualizing Complex Data in Augmented Reality
Tokyo based mixed reality company HoloLab
leverages XR streaming technology to meet the
requirements of customers in manufacturing
and the AEC market.

“Our customers often want us to render entire
buildings or complex plants and pipe systems –
not knowing that the local rendering capacity of a
mobile AR device is very limited,” said Takesen –
Takehisa Ito, Co-Founder and COO of HoloLab.

Augmented reality (AR) is disrupting the
architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC)
industry. The technology provides design and
construction professionals with realistic, detailed
views into ongoing projects. However, visualizing
complex data like 3D CAD, Building Information
Modeling (BIM) or Point Cloud models on mobile
AR devices present a challenge.

The Japanese company has developed the cloudbased SaaS solution mixpace, which provides a
precise 3D reviewing process of 3D CAD, BIM, and
Point Cloud models in augmented reality. Size and
complexity of the content can lead to unstable
rendering, jittering motion, lower fps, and an
unacceptable user experience or software crashes.

The HoloLab founding team (CR: HoloLab)

14
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“Before integrating the XR streaming ISAR SDK, we needed to align
customer needs to the performance limitations of mobile
computing devices.”
Takesen – Takehisa Ito, Co-Founder and COO of HoloLab

Surpassing the Limits of Mobile Computing
HoloLab’s general construction and civil
engineering customers seek out AR viewing tools
for improved design review and construction
verification. For example, they may want to
overlay BIM and 3D CAD files to ensure the proper
placement of walls, beams, or pipes.
Point clouds, datasets that precisely represent
objects and space based on photogrammetry or
drone photography, also have become important
data resources for retrofitting and reconstruction.

HoloLab, for example, was able to visualize with
ISAR 3D mesh data of the Shuri Castle with around
5,000,000 polygons as well as an even larger
point cloud with around 25,000,000 points of the
Miyakonojo Civic Center.
Many of HoloLab’s customers also rely heavily
on on-premises solutions because of asset
management and data security reasons.

“We have found a technology that enables us
to support these kinds of large data,” Takesen
commented. HoloLab integrated the XR streaming
solution ISAR by fellow extended reality
(XR) company Holo-Light. ISAR is a software
development kit that enables real-time streaming
of entire AR/VR applications via powerful servers
or the cloud to a HoloLens 2, Oculus Quest 2, or
Android device. “Implementing ISAR in Unity is
extremely simple,” said Takesen. “It took us less
than 20 minutes.”

“It took us less than 20 minutes.” Now, outsourcing
the rendering process brings potentially unlimited
performance for HoloLab and its customers
and enables the experience of 3D content in
unprecedented detail and complexity.

High Visual Quality and Data Security
“XR streaming is a new technology for many AR/
VR developers and users. In using the technology
in an impressive way, companies like HoloLab are
advocates in helping customers see the difference
between local and remote rendering,” affirmed
Philipp Landgraf, Head of Technology at Holo-Light.
15

Point Cloud of Miyakonojo Civic Center with 25,000,000
points (CR: HoloLab)

With ISAR, HoloLab is free to decide (according to
the customer’s needs), whether the application is
running on a local workstation, on-premises server
infrastructure or in the cloud.
Confidential data is also only streamed and not
stored locally on a XR device. Potential data privacy
problems and entryways for hackers can thus be
prevented.
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XR Streaming Benefits

A Look Ahead to 5G

HoloLab is now able to visualize their customer’s
models that are only suited for high-performance
processing, empowering a new era for spatial
analytics in augmented reality. Streaming the
whole application also allows all basic app
operations like interactions and user interfaces.
Just as the app would run on the mobile device.
Asked about the benefits of choosing ISAR as
the XR streaming solution, HoloLab Co-Founder
Takesen Ito reiterated:

XR streaming is the solution to surpass the
limitation of mobile computing to visualizing huge
and more complex 3D data in augmented reality.
“We are talking to a lot of customers about the
possibilities of XR streaming in conjunction with 5G
application. We want to propose ISAR to Japanese
5G carriers as the remote rendering solution”,
Takesen disclosed.

•

Flexible on-premises and cloud support
according to customer needs

•

High data security as 3D data is streamed and
not stored on the end device

16

•

Ease of use through one provided client app

•

Seamless integration in Unity

•

Point cloud rendering support

“The low latency and high bandwidth that
5G brings is crucial in making higher quality
experiences available to a broader audience. We
will have a lot more XR streaming opportunities
ahead.”
Takesen – Takehisa Ito, Co-Founder and COO of
HoloLab

09. Summary
One could safely assume that smartphones,
tablets, and prospectively smart glasses are
drivers for the future of spatial computing. But the
more mobile the hardware, the less computing
power it has. That’s also a simple way to describe a
well-known problem with immersive technologies
as it comes to dealing with large amounts of data.
This is why outsourcing the rendering process
through XR streaming can be a game changer for
the XR community.
The ISAR SDK, for example, enables the streaming
of entire AR or VR applications via powerful local
servers or the cloud. A device-agnostic approach
through deployed client applications also reduces
the development effort for XR applications. New
apps can be developed simpler and without limits
and restrictions of individual end devices by just
building a server application.

As of now, we are all looking for the next milestone
to drive global digitization with augmented and
virtual reality. Holo-Light aims to realize the
technologies’ full potential by providing developers
an easy to integrate remote rendering SDK. Free
trials and simple licensing models are available on
request.
Get in Touch with Us for a ISAR SDK Trial

Request Trial

Contact us directly
Roman Emig

Time-consuming data simplification is no longer
necessary. Streaming complete applications also
increases data security. As soon as the remote
rendering solution ISAR comes into play, the data
is merely streamed from a chosen server and not
stored on the mobile device.
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